
Hey, I'm not exactly anti-feminist or anti-MRA, I just think the members of those 

movements are pretty stupid. I am anti-SJW though, they aren't even trying to cover up the 

fact that they suck. I also really like dogs, they're great. Video games are fun, but the gym 

is where the best shit is. Been bodybuilding for a little while now, not at my goal yet, but 

I'm getting there. On here my goal is to just have a small following, which I've achieved 

and am thankful for. Have a great day. 

Anonymous asked: 

What are exactly the actions of modern feminists?  

 

I’m glad you asked. 

Feminists threaten to kill woman for saying men need abuse shelters. 

Feminists prevent a meeting about male suicide. 

Feminists stage mock murders to scare men.  

Feminist attacks male cartoonist and is hailed a hero of feminism. 

Feminists shut down forum for battered husbands. 

Propaganda campaign against male fathers wanting custody. 

Feminists wish to slander accused names before convicted.  

Try to shut down female prisons. 

Create rape laws that exclude female rapists. 

Make it impossible to charge women with rape. 

Feminists against equal custody. 

Female felons should serve home sentences. 

Told judges to be lenient on women. 

Feminists cover up female domestic violence. 
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Feminists don’t want the gov to help unemployed men. 

Feminists launch campaigns to help girls only while boys are doing worse in every facet of 

education. 

Males who were raped as a child still have to pay child support. 

Women should have the right to put a child up for adoption before the father gets custody. 

Feminists against beyond reasonable doubt when it’s male rapists. 

5 rights feminism ignores for men. 

Feminists blame males for their abuse. 

The primary aggressor clause where only men get charged with abuse. 

Shame men into going to war. 

Feminists dismiss female child rapists. 

Feminists say men can’t talk about domestic abuse. 

Feminists mock a man who has his dick cut off. 

Strawmanning MRA members. 

feminists attack church. 

Feminists transphobia 

Feminists slander the MRM 

Again,  

And again,  

Call them terrorists. 

Feminists say Men can’t be raped.  

Feminists defend female raping minor. 

Feminist defends why fucking an 8 year old boy isn’t rape. 

Feminists primary aggressor clause discriminates against males. 
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Feminists cover up female domestic abuse stats. 

Woman smashing bottle in mans face in public. Nobody gives a fuck. 

Jezebel mocks men who are abused. 

Feminists make sure the gov doesn’t spend money on male shelters or male research. 

Female on male abuse in public is at best ignored, and at worst celebrated. 

Public stops a man from abusing a woman in public, same crowd laughs when the roles are 

reversed.  

No funding for male shelter.  

Founder of Canadas only male shelter for abuse forced to close due to lack of funding 

before committing suicide.  

Feminists threaten to kill woman for saying men need abuse shelters. 

Feminists prevent a meeting about male suicide. 

Feminists stage mock murders to scare men.  

Feminist attacks male cartoonist and is hailed a hero of feminism. 

Feminists skewed the Definition of Domestic Abuse, resulting in only male abusers being 

arrested and female abusers not. 

Feminists’s DV training hurts Police trainingFeminist Mary Koss denies male rape 

victims.Feminists violently protesting against Warren Farrell at U of TorontoA mob of 

feminists at a recent protest attacking and sexually molesting a group of Rosary-praying 

Catholic men who were peacefully protecting the cathedral in the city of San Juan from 

threats of vandalism.Feminists disrupt a forum for battered menFeminists fought a law for 

equal custody to be the default if both parents want custody and neither parent is 

unfit. Multiple times.Feminists started a campaign against Father’s rights groupsFeminists 

fought against laws granting men anonymity until charged with the crime of rape—not 

convicted, just charged.Feminists fought against a law to end to the justice system favoring 

women simply because they are women, and giving men harsher sentences simply because 

they are men.Feminist fought against men want equal treatment when victims of domestic 

violence, and to not be arrested for the crime of “being male” under primary aggressor 

policies.Feminists in India and Israel fought against female rapists being arrested, charged 

and convicted of rape.Feminists fought against a economic stimulus for male-dominated 

job such as construction, etc. 

Feminist fought a law against  Paternity Fraud.Feminist Harriet Harman has publicly 

requested employers to hire women in preference to White men if both job candidates are 

equallyEquality Minister,feminist Patricia Hewitt, was found guilty of breaching the Sex 
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Discrimination Act by “overlooking a strong male candidate for a job in favour of a weaker 

female applicant”. 

Elected in 2009, the lesbian feminist prime minister Johanna Sigurdardottir has vowed to 

“end of the Age of TestosteroneFeminists want to peeing while standing illegalErin Pizzey 

had to flee the UK because she and her family received death threats and her dog murdered 

all because feminists didn’t like that she discovered women were equally as violent as 

men.Also Suzanne Steinmetz and her children received death threats and bomb threats she 

discovered that  the rate at which men were victimized by domestic violence was similar to 

the rate for women.Richard Gelles and Murray Straus  have all received death threats from 

feminists, simply for publishing their findings (that female-to-male family violence was 

equal to the rate of male-to-female violence). 

Feminists say Men can’t be raped.  

Feminists defend female raping minor.Feminist defends why fucking an 8 year old boy 

isn’t rape.Most feminists backed studies are bullshit.Beyond reasonable doubt doesn’t 

apply to rape.For men only 

Feminist changes mind on rape culture when her son is falsely accused.Feminists primary 

aggressor clause discriminates against males.Feminists cover up female domestic abuse 

stats.Jezebel mocks men who are abused.Feminists make sure the gov doesn’t spend money 

on male shelters or male research.Feminists prevent a meeting about male suicide.Feminists 

stage mock murders to scare men. Feminist attacks male cartoonist and is hailed a hero of 

feminism.Feminists shut down forum for battered husbands.Propaganda campaign against 

male fathers wanting custody.Feminists wish to slander accused names before 

convicted. Try to shut down female prisons.Create rape laws that exclude female 

rapists.Make it impossible to charge women with rape.Feminists against equal 

custody.Female felons should serve home sentences.Told judges to be lenient on 

women.Feminists cover up female domestic violence.Feminists don’t want the gov to help 

unemployed men.Feminists launch campaigns to help girls only while boys are doing worse 

in every facet of education.Males who were raped as a child still have to pay child 

support.Women should have the right to put a child up for adoption before the father gets 

custody. 

Feminists against beyond reasonable doubt when it’s male rapists.5 rights feminism ignores 

for men.Feminists blame males for their abuse.The primary aggressor clause where only 

men get charged with abuse.Shame men into going to war.Feminists dismiss female child 

rapists.Feminists say men can’t talk about domestic abuse.Feminists mock a man who has 

his dick cut off.feminists attack church.Feminists shut down a festival about gender 

equality for including men.Feminists hope MRA’s die.Feminists against fathers 

day.Feminist makes up fake assault stories. Female reporter bullied by feminists at the 

National Young Feminist Leadership Conference 

The Wage Gap is a myth. 

Women Now a Majority in American Workplaces 

Labor force participation rate for men has never been lower. 

Women in some cases make more than men. 

And their husbands dont have a problem with it either. 

Women CHOOSE to stay away from STEM field 

Rape Culture 
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Statistics doesn’t back up Rape culture 

Men who are falsely accused of rape can have their names published and their lives ruined 

even if they are not convicted or charged - their accuser is protected and is likely to face no 

punishment, or a light one. 

Under a recent federal directive, men are convicted of rape in university campuses if the 

investigating board finds that the chances they committed the rape are at 50.00001% or 

greater. 

The DOE policy in practice: Caleb Warner was accused of rape and expelled from the 

University of North Dakota, then his accuser was charged with filing a false report. He 

remains expelled as of June 2011 

Woman rapes boy, woman becomes pregnant, boy must paid child support. 

40% of rapists are female  1 

Definition of rape, erases victims of rape who are forced to penetrate, generally men who 

are forced to have sex with women. 

Men are raped in the military 

Men Outnumber Women Among American Rape Victims 

Male statutory rape victims forced to pay child support 

59% of the rapists had been heterosexually molested. 

Feminists skewed the Definition of Domestic Abuse, resulting in only male abusers being 

arrested and female abusers not. 

Feminists’s DV training hurts Police training 

Feminist Mary Koss denies male rape victims. 

Feminists violently protesting against Warren Farrell at U of Toronto 

A mob of feminists at a recent protest attacking and sexually molesting a group of Rosary-

praying Catholic men who were peacefully protecting the cathedral in the city of San Juan 

from threats of vandalism. 

Feminists disrupt a forum for battered men 

Feminists fought a law for equal custody to be the default if both parents want custody and 

neither parent is unfit. Multiple times. 

Feminists started a campaign against Father’s rights groups 

Feminists fought against laws granting men anonymity until charged with the crime of 

rape—not convicted, just charged. 

Feminists fought against a law to end to the justice system favoring women simply because 

they are women, and giving men harsher sentences simply because they are men. 

Feminist fought against men want equal treatment when victims of domestic violence, and 

to not be arrested for the crime of “being male” under primary aggressor policies. 

Feminists in India and Israel fought against female rapists being arrested, charged and 
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convicted of rape. 

Feminists fought against a economic stimulus for male-dominated job such as construction, 

etc. 

Feminist fought a law against  Paternity Fraud. 

Feminist Harriet Harman has publicly requested employers to hire women in preference to 

White men if both job candidates are equally 

Equality Minister,feminist Patricia Hewitt, was found guilty of breaching the Sex 

Discrimination Act by “overlooking a strong male candidate for a job in favour of a weaker 

female applicant”. 

Elected in 2009, the lesbian feminist prime minister Johanna Sigurdardottir has vowed to 

“end of the Age of Testosterone 

Feminists want to peeing while standing illegal 

Erin Pizzey had to flee the UK because she and her family received death threats and her 

dog murdered all because feminists didn’t like that she discovered women were equally as 

violent as men. 

Also Suzanne Steinmetz and her children received death threats and bomb threats she 

discovered that  the rate at which men were victimized by domestic violence was similar to 

the rate for women. 

Richard Gelles and Murray Straus  have all received death threats from feminists, simply 

for publishing their findings (that female-to-male family violence was equal to the rate of 

male-to-female violence). 

Feminists say, “Men kill women for refusing them, women never kill men for refusing 

them!”  

1. Woman kills man for refusing to give her beer  

2. Woman stabs man for refusing to have sex with her, threatens to cry rape  

3. Woman rips off man’s testicle because he rejected her, tried to swallow it 

4. Woman kills man for refusing to marry her  

5. Woman cuts off man’s penis because of argument  

6. Woman shoots her husband after argument  

7. Woman cuts off cheating boyfriend’s penis, flushes it 

8. Woman suspects husband of cheating, stabs him to death  

9. Woman shoots, kills boyfriend for cheating  

10. Woman stabs boyfriend for cheating in Monopoly board game  

11. Woman shoots, kills man for ending relationship  

12. Woman sets husband’s genitals on fire for hugging another woman, dies  

13. Woman kills, dismembers husband’s body over argument  

14. Mother kills 18-month old twins to get back at husband she thought was 

cheating  

15. Woman kills husband after he confronts her about affair  

16. Woman kills cheating husband with lethal dose of heroin  

17. Woman runs over, kills cheating husband  

18. Obese woman sits on boyfriend, kills him and avoids jail time  

19. Woman kills boyfriend with stiletto shoe 

20. Woman murders cheating husband with coffee mug  

21. Woman kills boyfriend for not buying her a gift  
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22. Woman kills boyfriend who accused her of cheating  

23. Woman stabs and kills boyfriend , Judge: “I hope you die in prison” 

24. Woman shoots, kills ex-boyfriend, buries him in pile of debris  

25. Woman shoots boyfriend in the back of the neck, killing him  

26. Woman shoots boyfriend six times, kills him after argument  

27. Woman stabs, kills boyfriend over mother’s day gift  

28. Woman stabs boyfriend to death, also stabbed her husband to death 7 years 

prior 

29. Woman pushes way into home, stabs boyfriend to death over argument  

30. Woman angry at boyfriend takes her anger out on his 4 year-old  

31. Woman stabs boyfriend to death, thought he was cheating on her  

32. Woman bludgeons husband to death with hammer to pay back loan  

33. Woman stabs, kills boyfriend during argument  

34. Woman murders boyfriend for tweeting out his female crush  

35. Woman shoots and kills boyfriend, kills self while out on bail  

36. Woman stabs to death boyfriend over argument about an ex  

37. Woman stabs and kills boyfriend for social media posts  

38. Woman shoots boyfriend in the face, fails to make it look like suicide  

39. Woman kills boyfriend’s puppies during phone argument 

40. Woman shoots boyfriend in the face with rifle during argument  

41. Woman pushes boyfriend off fence after argument, killing him  

42. Woman attacks boyfriend with large knife, intent to kill  

43. Woman abused, threatens to kill boyfriend in sleep 

44. Woman beats, murders boyfriend and puts him in freezer because he wanted 

to break up with her 

45. Woman held gun to boyfriend’s head, murders on Christmas  

46. Woman with previous assault charge on another boyfriend stabs and kills 

different boyfriend  

47. Woman attempts to murder boyfriend with giant breasts  

48. Woman stabs boyfriend in neck, killing him after argument  

49. Woman chokes and stabs ex-boyfriends cat to death  

50. Woman starts argument with boyfriend, stabs and kills with umbrella  

51. Woman kills boyfriend with her car after argument  

52. Woman shoots, kills boyfriend in his bathroom  

53. Woman shoots, kills boyfriend with illegal handgun  

54. Woman sets her boyfriend on fire, killing him  

55. Woman shoots and kills ex-boyfriend multiple times, kills herself 

56. Woman shoots boyfriend in the head, found out he was dating other women  

57. Woman stabs and kills boyfriend over finances  

58. Woman stabs and kills boyfriend’s lizard because she thought he was flirting 

with other women  

59. Woman shoots, kills boyfriend who wanted to end their relationship and 

urged her to get an abortion  

60. Woman attempts to murder husband with poison in her vagina 

61. Woman stabs boyfriend to death after he slaps daughter 

62. Woman conspires to have secret lover murder her husband 

63. Woman stabs, kills boyfriend over argument on Labor Day 
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64. Woman stabs boyfriend in the chest over argument  

65. Woman stabs boyfriend to death after finding photos of other women on cell 

phone  

66. Woman tortured ex-boyfriend’s dog until it died after argument  

67. Woman stabs boyfriend in his chest and through his lung, nearly killing him  

68. Woman fatally stabs boyfriend during heated argument  

69. Woman kills her boyfriend with blunt force trauma to the head using frying 

pan 

70. Woman stabs boyfriend to death for drinking her beer  

71. Woman strangles boyfriend to death during argument  

72. Woman stabs boyfriend with serrated knife over argument  

73. Woman shoots, murders boyfriend while she was on house arrest for another 

murder 11 years prior  

74. Woman stabs, kills boyfriend then texts friend about eating the body  

75. Woman stabs, kills boyfriend over dispute  

76. Woman shoots boyfriend in the head, suspecting he was cheating  

77. Woman shoots man in the groin after argument  

78. Woman fires handgun into the home of man who denied her a kiss  

79. Woman stabs husband to death over cheating fears  

80. Woman shoots, kills ex-boyfriend and his new girlfriend  

81. Women kills husband, commits suicide  

82. Woman shoots and kills man over argument  

83. Woman kills husband with baseball bat for talking back to her  

84. Woman kills husband, confesses to family then shoots herself  

85. Woman stabs boyfriend 31 times after he said ex’s name in his sleep  

86. Woman shoots husband in the head, shoots herself  

87. Woman kills boyfriend over argument at house party  

88. Woman shoots boyfriend with shotgun for texting another woman  

89. Woman kills boyfriend because she “smelled sex on him”  

90. Woman runs over boyfriend, kills him 

91. Woman stabs boyfriend in the eye for turning down threesome  

92. Woman stabs ex-boyfriend for refusing to stop playing the Eagles  

93. Woman stabs boyfriend, throws out his prosthetic legs so he can’t chase her  

94. Woman ties up, stabs husband 193 times, jury finds her guilty for suspicion 

of trying to claim life insurance  

95. Woman stabs fiance for refusing to take her to the liquor store  

96. Woman assaults and threatens boyfriend with knife for not cuddling  

97. Woman stabs man with ceramic squirrel for not bring home beer  

98. Woman stabs taxi driver after he refuses to have sex with her  

99. Woman stabs ex-boyfriend in his penis after discovering he had a new 

girlfriend 

100. Woman stabs boyfriend twice over time he spent in bathroom  

101. Woman stabs boyfriend over Facebook post  

102. Woman stabs her boyfriend several times because his dog ate her 

marijuana stash  

103. Woman stabs boyfriend for not calling her every two hours  

104. Woman shoots man five times for rejecting her, kills herself  
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105. Woman murders ex-boyfriend with liquor laced with poison, was 

jealous he was engaged to new woman  

Here are some quotes by feminists. 

"The nuclear family must be destroyed… Whatever its ultimate meaning, the break-up of 

families now is an objectively revolutionary process." — Linda Gordon 

 

"I feel that ‘man-hating’ is an honorable and viable political act, that the oppressed have a 

right to class-hatred against the class that is oppressing them." — Robin Morgan, Ms. 

Magazine Editor. 

 

"I haven’t the faintest notion what possible revolutionary role white hetero- sexual men 

could fulfill, since they are the very embodiment of reactionary- vested-interest-power. But 

then, I have great difficulty examining what men in general could possibly do about all this. 

In addition to doing the shitwork that women have been doing for generations, possibly not 

exist? No, I really don’t mean that. Yes, I really do." — Robin Morgan 

 

"We can’t destroy the inequities between men and women until we destroy marriage." — 

Robin Morgan 

 

"I claim that rape exists any time sexual intercourse occurs when it has not been initiated by 

the woman, out of her own genuine affection and desire." 

— Robin Morgan 

 

From her “The Demon Lover” (NY: Norton & Co., 1989 Morgan doesn’t hide her bigotry): 

 

* p. 138-9: The phallic malady is epidemic and systemic… each individual male in the 

patriarchy is aware of his relative power in the scheme of things…. He knows that his 

actions are supported by the twin pillars of the State of man - the brotherhood ritual of 

political exigency and the brotherhood ritual of a sexual thrill in dominance. As a devotee 

of Thanatos, he is one with the practitioner of sado-masochistic “play” between 

“consenting adults,” as he is one with the rapist. 

* p. 224: My white skin disgusts me. My passport disgusts me. They are the marks of an 

insufferable privilege bought at the price of others’ agony. 

* p. 229: Sex to this point in my life has been trivial, at best a gesture of tenderness, at 

worst a chore. I couldn’t understand the furor about it. 

* p. 316: Did she die of the disease called “family” or the disease called “rehabilitation”, of 

poverty or drugs or pornography, of economics or sexual slavery or a broken body?  

 

"And let’s put one lie to rest for all time: the lie that men are oppressed, too, by sexism—

the lie that there can be such a thing as ‘men’s liberation groups.’ Oppression is something 

that one group of people commits against another group, specifically because of a 

‘threatening’ characteristic shared by the latter group—skin, color, sex or age, etc. The 

oppressors are indeed ****ED UP by being masters, but those masters are not 

OPPRESSED. Any master has the alternative of divesting himself of sexism or racism—the 

oppressed have no alternative—for they have no power but to fight. In the long run, 

http://abcnews.go.com/2020/jealous-woman-20-years-jagermeister-murder/story?id=19546701
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Women’s Liberation will of course free men—but in the short run it’s going to cost men a 

lot of privilege, which no one gives up willingly or easily. Sexism is NOT the fault of 

women—kill your fathers, not your mothers". 

— Robin Morgan 

 

"To call a man an animal is to flatter him; he’s a machine, a walking dildo."  

— Valerie Solanas, Authoress of the SCUM Manifesto 

 

"Life in this society being, at best, an utter bore and no aspect of society being at all 

relevant to women, there remains to civic-minded, responsible, thrill-seeking females only 

to overthrow the government, eliminate the money system, institute complete automation, 

and destroy the male sex." 

— Valerie Solana, SCUM founder (Society for Cutting Up Men.)  

 

"The male is a domestic animal which, if treated with firmness…can be trained to do most 

things." 

— Jilly Cooper, SCUM (Society For Cutting Up Men, started by Valerie Solanas)  

 

"Since marriage constitutes slavery for women, it is clear that the women’s movement must 

concentrate on attacking this institution. Freedom for women cannot be won without the 

abolition of marriage." — Sheila Cronin, the leader of the feminist organization NOW 

 

"I want to see a man beaten to a bloody pulp with a high-heel shoved in his mouth, like an 

apple in the mouth of a pig." — Andrea Dworkin 

 

"Marriage as an institution developed from rape as a practice." — Andrea Dworkin 

 

"Heterosexual intercourse is the pure, formalized expression of contempt for women’s 

bodies." — Andrea Dworkin  

 

"In my own life, I don’t have intercourse. That is my choice." — Andrea Dworkin  

 

"Under patriarchy, every woman’s son is her potential betrayer and also the inevitable 

rapist or exploiter of another woman." — Andrea Dworkin 

 

"To be rapeable, a position that is social, not biological, defines what a woman is." — 

Andrea Dworkin 

 

"Q: People think you are very hostile to men. 

A: I am.” — Andrea Dworkin 

 

"Men use the night to erase us." — Andrea Dworkin 

 

"The annihilation of a woman’s personality, individuality, will, character, is prerequisite to 

male sexuality." — Andrea Dworkin 

 

"Men love death. In everything they make, they hollow out a central place for death, let its 

http://forum.dearingfilm.com/index.php?showtopic=5426&view=findpost&p=76790


rancid smell contaminate every dimension of whatever still survives. Men especially love 

murder. In art they celebrate it, and in life they commit it. They embrace murder as if life 

without it would be devoid of passion, meaning, and action, as if murder were solace, 

stilling their sobs as they mourn the emptiness and alienation of their lives." 

— Andrea Dworkin  

 

"Men are rapists, batterers, plunderers, killers; these same men are religious prophets, 

poets, heroes, figures of romance, adventure, accomplishment, figures ennobled by tragedy 

and defeat. Men have claimed the earth, called it ‘Her’. Men ruin Her. Men have airplanes, 

guns, bombs, poisonous gases, weapons so perverse and deadly that they defy any 

authentically human imagination." 

— Andrea Dworkin, Pornography: Men Possessing Women  

 

"On the Left, on the Right, in the Middle; Authors, statesmen, thieves; so-called humanists 

and self-declared fascists; the adventurous and the contemplative, in every realm of male 

expression and action, violence is experienced and articulated as love and freedom." 

— Andrea Dworkin, Pornography: Men Possessing Women.  

 

"The institution of sexual intercourse is anti-feminist" — Ti-Grace Atkinson 

 

"Feminism is the theory, lesbianism is the practice." — Ti-Grace Atkinson 

 

"Rape is nothing more or less than a conscious process of intimidation by which all men 

keep all women in a state of fear" — Susan Brownmiller; Authoress of Against Our 

Will p.6 

 

"When a woman reaches orgasm with a man she is only collaborating with the patriarchal 

system, eroticizing her own oppression." — Sheila Jeffrys 

 

"Politically, I call it rape whenever a woman has sex and feels violated." — Catherine 

MacKinnon  

 

"All sex, even consensual sex between a married couple, is an act of violence perpetrated 

against a woman." — Catherine MacKinnon 

 

"You grow up with your father holding you down and covering your mouth so another man 

can make a horrible searing pain between your legs." 

— Catherine MacKinnon (Prominent legal feminist scholar; University of Michigan, & 

Yale.)  

 

"In a patriarchal society, all heterosexual intercourse is rape because women, as a group, 

are not strong enough to give meaningful consent." 

— Catharine MacKinnon, quoted in Professing Feminism: Cautionary Tales from the 

Strange World of Women’s Studies. 

 

"The more famous and powerful I get the more power I have to hurt men." — Sharon 

Stone; Actress 



 

"Ninety-five percent of women’s experiences are about being a victim. Or about being an 

underdog, or having to survive… women didn’t go to Vietnam and blow things up. They 

are not Rambo." 

— Jodie Foster; Actress - as quoted in The New York Times Magazine. 

 

"The proportion of men must be reduced to and maintained at approximately 10% of the 

human race." — Sally Miller Gearhart, in The Future - If There Is One - Is Female. 

 

"And if the professional rapist is to be separated from the average dominant heterosexual 

(male), it may be mainly a quantitative difference." 

— Susan Griffin, Rape: The All-American Crime.  

 

"If life is to survive on this planet, there must be a decontamination of the Earth. I think this 

will be accompanied by an evolutionary process that will result in a drastic reduction of the 

population of males." —Mary Daly, former Professor at Boston College, 2001. 

 

"If anyone is prosecuted for filing a false report, then victims of real attacks will be less 

likely to report them." - David Angier 

 

"Men who are unjustly accused of rape can sometimes gain from the experience." - 

Catherine Comins 

 

"As long as some men use physical force to subjugate females, all men need not. The 

knowledge that some men do suffices to threaten all women. He can beat or kill the woman 

he claims to love; he can rape women…he can sexually molest his daughters… THE VAST 

MAJORITY OF MEN IN THE WORLD DO ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE." 

— Marilyn French (her emphasis)  

 

"My feelings about men are the result of my experience. I have little sympathy for them. 

Like a Jew just released from Dachau, I watch the handsome young Nazi soldier fall 

writhing to the ground with a bullet in his stomach and I look briefly and walk on. I don’t 

even need to shrug. I simply don’t care. What he was, as a person, I mean, what his shames 

and yearnings were, simply don’t matter." 

— Marilyn French; The Woman’s Room.  

 

"All patriarchists exalt the home and family as sacred, demanding it remain inviolate from 

prying eyes. Men want privacy for their violations of women… All women learn in 

childhood that women as a sex are men’s prey." 

— Marilyn French 

 

"All men are rapists and that’s all they are" 

— Marilyn French, Authoress; (later, advisoress to Al Gore’s Presidential Campaign.)  

 

"The media treat male assaults on women like rape, beating, and murder of wives and 

female lovers, or male incest with children, as individual aberrations…obscuring the fact 

that all male violence toward women is part of a concerted campaign." 



— Marilyn French 

 

"I believe that women have a capacity for understanding and compassion which man 

structurally does not have, does not have it because he cannot have it. He’s just incapable of 

it." 

— Barbara Jordan; Former Congresswoman.  

 

"Probably the only place where a man can feel really secure is in a maximum security 

prison, except for the imminent threat of release." 

— Germaine Greer.  

 

"Man-hating is everywhere, but everywhere it is twisted and transformed, disguised, 

tranquilized, and qualified. It coexists, never peacefully, with the love, desire, respect, and 

need women also feel for men. Always man-hating is shadowed by its milder, more 

diplomatic and doubtful twin, ambivalence." 

— Judith Levine; Authoress  

 

"Men’s sexuality is mean and violent, and men so powerful that they can ‘reach WITHIN 

women to ****/construct us from the inside out.’ Satan-like, men possess women, making 

their wicked fantasies and desires women’s own. A woman who has sex with a man, 

therefore, does so against her will, ‘even if she does not feel forced.’ 

— Judith Levine, (explicating comment profiling prevailing misandry.)  

 

"I feel what they feel: man-hating, that volatile admixture of pity, contempt, disgust, envy, 

alienation, fear, and rage at men. It is hatred not only for the anonymous man who makes 

sucking noises on the street, not only for the rapist or the judge who acquits him, but for 

what the Greeks called philo-aphilos, ‘hate in love,’ for the men women share their lives 

with—husbands, lovers, friends, fathers, brothers, sons, coworkers." 

— Judith Levine, Authoress of My Enemy, My love 

 

"There are no boundaries between affectionate sex and slavery in (the male) world. 

Distinctions between pleasure and danger are academic; the dirty-laundrylist of ‘sex 

acts’…includes rape, foot binding, fellatio, intercourse, auto eroticism, incest, anal 

intercourse, use and production of pornography, cunnilingus, sexual harassment, and 

murder." 

— Judith Levine; summarizing comment on the WAS document, (A southern Women’s 

Writing Collective: Women Against Sex.) 

 

"All men are good for is ****ing, and running over with a truck". 

Statement made by A University of Maine Feminist Administrator, quoted by Richard 

Dinsmore, who brought a successful civil suit against the University in the amount of 

$600,000. Richard had protested the quote; was dismissed thereafter on the grounds of 

harassment; and responded by bringing suit against the University 1995 settlement. 

 

Delaney Nickerson, of the American Coalition for ABUSE AWARENESS, refers to the 

False Memory Syndrome Foundation as “The ****ing Molesters Society”. (Miami Herald, 

April 3, 1995) The ACAA is a lobbying group, which includes Ellen Bass (co-author of 



THE COURAGE TO HEAL), and Rene Frederickson, leading feminist psychotherapist and 

strong proponent of repressed memory theory. 

 

"Women have their faults / men have only two: / everything they say / everything they do." 

— Popular Feminist Graffiti  

 

"I was, in reality, bred by my parents as my father’s concubine… What we take for granted 

as the stability of family life may well depend on the sexual slavery of our children. What’s 

more, this is a cynical arrangement our institutions have colluded to conceal.". 

— Sylvia Fraser; Journalist  

 

"We are taught, encouraged, moulded by and lulled into accepting a range of false notions 

about the family. As a source of some of our most profound experiences, it continues to be 

such an integral part of our emotional lives that it appears beyond criticism. Yet hiding 

from the truth of family life leaves women and children vulnerable." 

— Canadian Panel on Violence Against Women.  

 

"Catharine MacKinnon maintains that "the private is a sphere of battery, marital rape and 

women’s exploited labor." In this way, privacy and family are reduced to nothing more 

than aspects of the master plan, which is male domination. Democratic freedoms and the 

need to keep the state’s nose out of our personal affairs are rendered meaningless. The real 

reason our society cherishes privacy is because men have invented it as an excuse to 

conceal their criminality. If people still insist that the traditional family is about love and 

mutual aid—ideals which, admittedly, are sometimes betrayed—they’re "hiding from the 

truth." The family isn’t a place where battery and marital rape sometimes happen but where 

little else apparently does. Sick men don’t simply molest their daughters, they operate in 

league with their wives to "breed" them for that purpose." 

— Donna Laframboise; The Princess at the Window; (in a critical explication of the 

Catharine MacKinnon, Gloria Steinhem et al tenets of misandric belief.)  

 

"If the classroom situation is very heteropatriarchal—a large beginning class of 50 to 60 

students, say, with few feminist students—I am likely to define my task as largely one of 

recruitment…of persuading students that women are oppressed"  

— Professor Joyce Trebilcot of Washington University, as quoted in Who Stole Feminism: 

How Women Have Betrayed Women.  

 

"Men, as a group, tend to be abusive, either verbally, sexually or emotionally. There are 

always the exceptions, but they are few and far between (I am married to one of them). 

There are different levels of violence and abuse and individual men buy into this system by 

varying degrees. But the male power structure always remains intact." —taken from 

Daphne Patai’s excellent critical work, Heterophobia 

 

"Considering the nature and pervasiveness of men’s violence, I would say that without 

question, children are better off being raised without the presence of men. Assaults on 

women and children are mostly perpetrated by men whom they are supposed to love and 

trust: fathers, brothers, uncles, grandfathers, step-fathers." — taken from Daphne Patai’s 

excellent critical work, Heterophobia 



 

"At Brandies I discovered Feminism. And I instantly became a convert… writing brilliant 

papers in my Myths of Patriarchy class, in which I likened my fate as a woman to other 

victims throughout the ages." 

— Heather Hart 7 

"The simple fact is that every woman must be willing to be identified as a lesbian to be 

fully feminist" (National NOW Times, January, 1988) 

"Since marriage constitutes slavery for women, it is clear that the women’s movement must 

concentrate on attacking this institution. Freedom for women cannot be won without the 

abolition of marriage" (feminist leader Sheila Cronan) 

In response to a question concerning China’s policy of compulsory abortion after the first 

child, Molly Yard responded, “I consider the Chinese government’s policy among the most 

intelligent in the world” (Gary Bauer, “Abetting Coercion in China,” The Washington 

Times, Oct. 10, 1989) 

"Overthrowing capitalism is too small for us. We must overthrow the whole…patriarch!" 

(Gloria Steinem, radical feminist leader, editor of MS magazine) 

"Marriage has existed for the benefit of men; and has been a legally sanctioned method of 

control over women…. We must work to destroy it. The end of the institution of marriage 

is a necessary condition for the liberation of women. Therefore it is important for us to 

encourage women to leave their husbands and not to live individually with men…. All of 

history must be re-written in terms of oppression of women. We must go back to ancient 

female religions like witchcraft" (from "The Declaration of Feminism," November, 1971) 

"We are, as a sex, infinitely superior to men." — Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

 

From ‘A feminist Dictionary; ed. Kramarae and Triechler, Pandora Press, 1985: 

 

MALE:…represents a variant of or deviation from the category of female. The first males 

were mutants…the male sex represents a degeneration and deformity of the female.  

 

MAN:…an obsolete life form… an ordinary creature who needs to be watched…a 

contradictory baby-man… 

I HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT DAY 

 

http://thatroxxiegirl.tumblr.com/post/111215339843/what-are-exactly-the-actions-of-

modern-feminists 

 


